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Abstract

The present article argues that the social category of ‘standardisation’ has
been instrumental in creating a Foucaultian discourse archive governing
what may and what may not be stated on the subject of the history of
English. It analyses the question of how language attitudes have been in-
strumental in creating the myths that have driven the discourse of Standard
English since the 19th century, but it goes further than this by showing how
language performance, in the form of folk songs in England, has also come
under this same archive of standardisation. However, in both cases, i.e.
language and language performance, it is argued that a below-the-surface
alternative discourse has now gained enough force to seriously challenge
the doctrine of standardisation and to necessitate the formation of new
discursive contents for a social concept that is in serious danger of becom-
ing hollow and outdated.
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1. Introduction: A conflict that refuses to go away

Back in 1988, when the redirection of Multilingua under my editorship
had begun in Volume 6 of the journal and the board were anxiously
worrying whether we would receive enough submissions to get it to
work, I decided to contribute one of my own articles to Volume 7(3)
entitled ‘Language, dialect and national identity in Switzerland’. All
three elements in the title, the relationship between the Swiss variety of
Standard German and the Swiss German dialects, the unusually strong
socio-cultural significance of the Swiss German dialects within the Ger-
man-speaking part of Switzerland, and the relation of these issues to the
question of whether or not one could posit the existence of a national
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identity in Switzerland had been one of my major interests on first arriv-
ing in the country in 1969 and had deepened over the years.

At the time I wrote the article, there had been an unusual amount of
pressure by the French-speaking media in Switzerland complaining
about the ‘unpatriotic’ attitude of the German-speaking Swiss in not
promoting Standard German more forcefully, and the data that I used
to analyse this problem consisted of material from the media, including
a heated discussion of the issue on the weekly television discussion pro-
gramme Zyschtigsklub (‘Tuesday club’). The programme was entitled,
somewhat provocatively, ‘Swiss German: a danger to the nation or a
figment of the Romands’ imagination’.2

My major conclusion in the 1988 article ran as follows:

The interaction clearly shows two very different attitudes towards dia-
lects. The German-speaking Swiss are almost unique in regarding their
dialects as precious guarantors of national independence and self-suf-
ficiency and in cultivating them consciously not as a bulwark against
French or Italian, but against other forms of German beyond their
national boundaries … They belong to a strong cultural heritage
which is part of what it means to be Swiss … The French-speaking
Swiss …, on the other hand, share the European francophone attitude
that dialects are in an evaluative sense substandard, i.e. that they are
markers of lower socio-economic and educational status. The interac-
tion also provides evidence of feelings of socio-economic dominance
on the part of the German-speaking Swiss and a consequent resent-
ment on the part of the Romands, which reveals itself in a patronizing
desire on the part of germanophone intellectuals, industrialists, educa-
tionalists, etc., to learn French. Set against the background of Swiss
history, this can only be interpreted by the French-speaking Swiss as
evidence of a subliminal desire for political dominance [on the part of
the German-speaking Swiss; RJW], set this time within a linguistic
framework. (1988: 330)

By and large, and with hindsight, I believe that this conclusion represents
a correct analysis of the data, the major sociolinguistic point being the
two distinct ways of conceptualising dialects as against a standardised
‘norm’. The dialect vs. Standard German problem has remained an issue
for the French-speaking Swiss since then (and probably always was an
issue), but it was squeezed out of the media by the conflict over the
introduction of English as the first foreign language in the cantonal edu-
cation systems, only to re-emerge as a ‘current’ media topic towards the
end of 2009, when it reappeared, spear-headed, as one would expect, by
discontented French-speaking Swiss politicians. Once again, Zyschtigs-
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klub devoted a programme to the topic and the same kinds of argument
emerged as back in 1988.

However, this recurrent Swiss face-off between supporters of dialect
(the German-speaking Swiss) and those still searching for ‘le bon alle-
mand’ (the French-speaking Swiss) is not the topic of the current article.
Pride of place here goes to an investigation into the enduring existence
of language attitudes which appear to drive public discourses on lan-
guage and perhaps also to prevent those discourses from breaking out
of a somewhat senseless impasse. To this purpose I turn my attention
here to similar attitudes in the history of English.

In the 1988 article I used the term ‘attitude’ somewhat loosely, and I
take the problem of ‘language attitude’ much more seriously this time in
order to see how attitudes circling around the problems of dialect vs.
standard have been crucial in shaping dominant discourses (cf., e.g.,
Willemyns 1979), even Foucaultian discourse archives, such that the his-
tory of English has been canonically conceptualised as the history of
Standard English in Britain since the early part of the 19th century. In
order to do this, I follow a lead given by Preston (2010), who has ex-
plored paths mapped out in cognitive psychology to gain better insights
into what he calls the study of language regard.3 In section 2, I sketch
out a cognitive approach to language attitudes which will include the
useful notion of the attitudinal cognitorium. In section 3, I demonstrate
how dominant forms of discourse on language in Britain (and America)
since the middle of the 19th century have been shaped by a discourse
archive which has privileged attitudes promoting standardisation and
demoting non-standard varieties.

My argument in section 4 is that one recently promoted challenge to
this archive is a full-scale attempt to look at language change from be-
low, i.e. to see how language use in the lower echelons of the social
hierarchy has been fundamental in combating the urge to standardise
English. The source of language use that I shall focus on is what I call
language performance, i.e. the creative use of language in forms of com-
munal social practice. More specifically, the type of language perform-
ance that I am interested in here is folksong. However, rather than try
to show what one cannot show, i.e. the forms of language that emerged
in the performance of folksong, my aim is to show how this form of
communal enjoyment has been unintentionally but nevertheless consis-
tently erased in middle-class minds by language attitudes that

(a) did not want to admit to its existence, and
(b) if and when its existence was admitted, consistently treated it with

contempt and disdain.4
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From a sociolinguistic point of view, well-meaning folksong collectors
from the last two decades of the 19th century right up to the end of the
1930s edited the linguistic value of social folksong performance out of
existence. In section 5, however, I argue that this process of erasing was
carried out within the framework of the dominant discourse archive of
standardisation.5 What is left to us is the realisation that, however the
songs were performed � and the twentieth century is not barren of au-
thentic recordings of this kind of language performance � they were
(and still are) a living challenge from below to the standardisation ar-
chive.

Throughout the paper, I argue, along with Deumert in her contribu-
tion to the current issue of Multilingua, that, following Ulrich Beck’s
thoughts on so-called ‘zombie’ social categories, standardisation in lan-
guage has by now become one such category. For Beck, social categories
that evolved in the 19th and early 20th centuries need to have their
‘contents’ readjusted and readapted to the late modern world. Deumert
describes a ‘zombie’ category as follows:

Zombies, in popular folklore, are the living dead, soul-less shells which
haunt those alive. According to Beck, sociological concepts such as
class, marriage and religion are like zombies: they are essentially dead,
but continue to structure our actions and experiences because we (so-
cial scientists and society at large) treat them as if they were real.

(Deumert, this issue: 259)

For her, a ‘zombie’ category is either empty or is filled consciously or
unconsciously with bygone, outdated meaning. Since categories like
‘standardisation’, ‘religion’, ‘social class’, etc. are still with us and are
unlikely to go away, I suggest that we need to work discursively to create
a new discourse archive in which they correspond to the issues and prob-
lems of late modern, globalised societies. Folksongs, perhaps even other
forms of communal social performance from below, were almost killed
by the zombie category of standardisation � but only ‘almost’, which
provides a silver lining to the cloud of standardisation.

2. Language attitudes and the attitudinal cognitorium

Before going into Preston’s discussion of language attitudes, it is useful
to provide a little orientation to some of the basic concepts of cognitive
linguistics. The reader needs to bear in mind that cognitive linguistics as
such is a relatively disparate set of approaches towards the study of
language which are tied together by a number of fundamental principles.
These can be summarised briefly as follows:
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1. The human language faculty is taken to be part of a general set of
mental faculties (which we can call cognition) determining how human
beings develop, structure and use knowledge of the environment into
which they are born and within which they live their lives. In contrast
to the generative approach to language, the language faculty itself is
not taken to be an independent module of the mind.

2. Cognition is assumed to be an immensely complex set of intercon-
necting neural networks involving roughly 100 billion neurons and
continual neural computation to find a best match between inputs
and the current brain state (Feldman 2008: 5), which indicates that
cognitive linguistics is ultimately neural linguistics.

3. For the sake of simplicity, we can call this complex neural system
‘long-term memory’ and the input stimuli, as they are processed in
instances of social practice, ‘short-term memory’.

4. Part of the job of ‘short-term memory’ is to filter out those relevant
inputs in what Fauconnier & Turner (2002) call ‘mental spaces’ and
to combine them into blended mental spaces (‘blends’) for the sake
of understanding. The vast majority of these mental spaces are erased
after use, but some may be transferred to long-term memory leading
to subtle changes in the interconnections between neural circuits.

5. Again for the sake of simplicity, we bunch up and metaphorise related
chunks of information into so-called schemata (action and image
schemata), frames (semantic and experiential frames), plans and
scripts (event scripts involving an order of sub-events in an event).

Language is obviously a part of this whole system; in fact, it is one of
the most important parts.

The input for interlocutors in social practice consists of forms of semi-
osis, including language, which provide clues to interpretation and un-
derstanding, and it is at this point that attitudes are important. Preston
begins his argument in favour of taking on a cognitive approach to the
question of language attitudes by quoting the following definition from
Eagly & Chaiken (1993: 1):

… attitude is a psychological tendency that is expressed by evaluating
a particular entity with some degree of favor or disfavor …

Unpacking this definition, we can conclude that an attitude is some form
of semiotic stimulus, i.e. a mental space, by one interlocutor in social
practice, which provides a prompt for an evaluation on the part of an-
other interlocutor with respect to some ‘entity’ in the immediate environ-
ment, and the evaluation represents a positive or a negative orientation
to that entity. Behaviourally, an attitude is always a part of the ongoing
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interaction, and the evaluation displayed by the producer of the attitude
is part of the schemata, frames and scripts in his/her long-term memory.
Hence, as Preston stresses, an attitude is not an emotion nor is it a belief,
but it is a link to and a prompt for the ‘cognitive aspects of attitudes’ in
long-term memory. So what people say prompts for something from a
large ‘reservoir of beliefs and concepts’.

The next step is to consider what this reservoir could be, and here
Preston refers to work by Bassili & Brown (2005). The presentation of
the stimulus in one or more mental spaces is subject to the conditions in
which the social practice is being carried out, the setting, the form of the
stimulus (written, spoken or gestured, isolated or contextualised), the
object/topic/concept to which the attitude is addressed, and whether that
object is evaluated directly or indirectly, i.e. whether the attitude repre-
sents a new reaction which might very well be transferred to long-term
memory or whether it is primed by prior experience and is thus well
established in sets of neural circuits. The prompt in the addressee is to
access what Bassili & Brown call the ‘attitudinal cognitorium’ which

… houses the beliefs and concepts that are crucial to the attitude for-
mation process and is based on the idea of neural networks … In such
a model, the items within the network are completely interconnected,
some with well-traveled and/or direct pathways, allowing stronger and
quicker associations; others are more weakly or indirectly connected.

(Preston 2010)

At this point we need to exercise extreme caution. Clearly, each individ-
ual will have a different attitudinal cognitorium, and each cognitorium
is theoretically open to change and development. In point of fact, how-
ever, most cognitoria turn out to be remarkably change-resistant. This
automatically opens pathways towards misunderstanding and conflict in
social practice.

For the moment, however, consider a part of one hypothetical person’s
attitudinal cognitorium with respect to the object/topic/concept dia-
lect.6 The hypothetical network postulated below in figure 1, which
comes relatively close to the cognitorium of someone who has been insti-
tutionally socialised into believing that dialects are a sign of inferiority
and imperfection, represents a set of concepts related strongly or weakly
to the concept dialect.

This hypothetical section of an attitudinal cognitorium comes close to
the attitudes displayed by the French speakers in the 1988 Zyschtigsklub
programme. It typically contains certain concepts which would be evalu-
ated positively in other cognitive contexts (e.g. honest and simple). In-
deed, in a situation such as the one described at the beginning of this
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Figure 1. A hypothetical part of the attitudinal cognitorium of someone with a disfavour-
able evaluation of the concept dialect.

Figure 2. A hypothetical part of the attitudinal cognitorium of someone with a favoura-
ble evaluation of the concept dialect.

article between German- and French-speaking Swiss, the two concepts
of honesty and simplicity did indeed arise but were used in radically
different ways in the discussion. The thickly outlined concepts in Figure
1 are the strongly held features of the cognitorium, and wherever these
surface in ongoing social practice in which the attitudinal object dialect

is involved, they tend to block access to the positively evaluated concepts
(cf., e.g., Willemyns 1997, 2000 & 2005).

Figure 2 above represents the hypothetical section of a cognitorium
from a person who favours the concept dialect. The cognitive concepts
characterising this hypothetical section of a cognitorium contain just one
feature � honest � that appeared in the equivalent hypothetical section
of the cognitorium of someone showing a disfavourable evaluation of
dialect. Obviously, we are dealing with hypothetical rather than real cog-
nitoria here, but a comparison between Figures 1 and 2 displays striking
differences. I have not included any conceptualisation of social class dif-
ferences in Figure 2, thus implying that this is likely to be from the
cognitorium of a German-speaking Swiss dialect user. Swiss dialect
speakers are unusual in preferring to speak � and sometimes even
write � in their dialect7 rather than in the Swiss variant of Standard
German (cf. Watts 1999 for details). For dialect speakers in a context in
which the standard variety of a language is highly valued, the social class
concept would probably appear in the cognitorium.
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The cognitorium section in Figure 1 is negatively characterised by con-
cepts pertaining to level of education, social class, intelligibility, etc.
whereas that in Figure 2 is positively characterised by concepts pertaining
to richness/expressiveness, intimacy, directness, etc. My hypothesis is
that in socio-cultural/socio-political contexts in which negatively charac-
terised cognitoria dominate over positively characterised cognitoria, the
former set of attitudes will be used to construct discourses in which
the ideology of standardisation is at a priority. The following section
exemplifies this hypothesis by looking at the canonical history of English
as it has developed from the middle of the 19th century, with an emphasis
on the explicit stimuli produced by purveyors of this dominant discourse.

3. The dominant discourse of the history of English

At the basis of the dominant discourses on any language is a group of
myths, or stories, which have attained the status of sets of ‘true’ state-
ments by virtue of being continually and insistently propagated through
institutionalised forms of discourse (family, school, politics, media, etc.)
(cf. Watts 2011: chapter 1). The formation of a dominant discourse on
English started in Britain in the late 17th century,8 gathered force
throughout the 18th century in equating ‘polite language’ (i.e. the lan-
guage of the upper sections of British society) with ‘Standard English’,9

and became thoroughly politicised in the final two decades of the 18th

century, when the term ‘polite language’ was rather unsubtly mutated
into the concept of ‘refined language’, in opposition to the ‘vulgar lan-
guage’ language of the lower, underprivileged and politically powerless
orders of society (Watts 2011: chapters 8 & 9).10

One of the results of this discursive formation was the development,
in the second half of the 19th century, of a canonical way of presenting
the history of English, starting with ‘Old English’, a term whose validity
Milroy (2002: 19) has questioned:

The standard view of the transition from Old to Middle English is
that, although it appears in the texts to be abrupt, it was actually
gradual, and this of course backs up the idea of the ancient language
and unbroken transmission. Old English, however, is structurally very
unlike Modern English or most of Middle English in a number of
ways. To show that it is the ‘same’ language on purely internal
grounds requires some ingenuity. It is much easier to show that it is
different. (2002: 19)

Taking Milroy’s view of Old English as our starting point, we then have
the familiar periodisation of English into Middle English, Early Modern
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English and Late Modern English, the end-product of the process inevi-
tably being a focus on the modern standard language from the starting
point of a range of varieties of Anglo-Saxon in the 5th century.11 This
perspective on the history of English can be conceptualised as a funnel,
in which a number of varieties are poured in at the wide top of the
funnel beginning just prior to the year 500 AD and Standard English
comes out of the narrow neck around 1700 (cf. figure 3). The fate of the
original varieties poured in at the top and others which may have arisen
at a later stage are generally not taken into consideration in the canoni-
cal discourse of the history of English:12

Figure 3. The funnel view of the history of English.

The funnel view constitutes a modern discourse archive of the history
of English.13 Foucault calls an archive ‘[t]he general system of the forma-
tion and transformation of statements’ (1972: 127) or, alternatively, ‘the
law of what can be said, the system that governs the appearance of
statements as unique events …’ (1972: 129). The concept of the archive
is of primary importance in understanding Foucault’s ‘archaeological’
approach to discourse as becomes clear from the following quotation:

The never completed, never wholly achieved uncovering of the archive
forms the general horizon to which the description of discursive for-
mations, the analysis of positivities, the mapping of the enunciative
field belong. The right of words � which is not that of the philolo-
gists � authorizes, therefore, the use of the term archaeology to de-
scribe all these searches. This term does not imply the search for a
beginning; it does not relate analysis to geological excavation. It desig-
nates the general theme of a description that questions the already-
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said at the level of its existence: of the enunciative function that oper-
ates within it, of the discursive formation, and the general archive
system to which it belongs. Archaeology describes discourses as prac-
tices specified in the element of the archive. (Foucault 1972: 131)

By the ‘positivity’ of a discourse Foucault means ‘that which character-
izes its particular unity throughout a particular discursive time’, so that
the ‘positivity’ of a discourse is to be found in the archive to which that
discourse belongs, i.e. to ‘the law of what can be said’. It is the archive
that determines how certain statements can be grouped together to form
an apparent unity and how certain statements appear to us as historical
events. Blommaert (2005: 102) suggests that the archive consists of ‘the
macro-sociological forces and formations that define and determine
what can be said, expressed, heard, and understood in particular socie-
ties, particular milieux, particular historical periods’ (Blommaert 2005:
102). The following questions then emerge:

(a) What kind of statements appear to be historical events, the ‘what-
can-be-said’ of the discourse archive of the history of English?

(b) What kind of attitudes do they suggest, i.e. is it possible to re-
construct a likely section from the attitudinal cognitorium of some-
one who is ‘governed’ by the discourse archive?

(c) How do the statements and attitudes change over time given the fact
that the average attitudinal cognitorium, even though it is governed
by an orientation towards standards, must also change?

An example for point (c) is the failure of Margaret Thatcher’s Conserva-
tive government at the end of the 1980s to reintroduce rote grammatical
parsing into the National Curriculum for English following the Kingman
and Cox reports (cf. Watts 2011: chapter 10). Despite the fact that Con-
servative politicians and large sections of the print media were steeped
in the old values of Standard English as against non-standard varieties,
the ‘average attitudinal cognitorium’ with respect to concepts like stan-
dard English and dialect must have changed quite considerably since
the 1950s to resist this kind of pressure.

I start this brief set of examples by quoting from Daniel Defoe’s Essay
upon Projects, which we might reasonably place at the onset of the domi-
nant discourse of standardisation in Britain. Defoe presents a project for
setting up an authoritative body, akin to the French Académie Française,
composed of educated men whose object

… should be to encourage polite learning, to polish and refine the
English tongue, and advance the so much neglected faculty of correct
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language, to establish purity and propriety of style, and to purge it
from all the irregular additions that ignorance and affectation have
introduced; and all those innovations in speech, if I may call them
such, which some dogmatic writers have the confidence to foster upon
their native language, as if their authority were sufficient to make their
own fancy legitimate. (Defoe 1697, in Bredvold et al. 1932: 3,

underlining mine)

Although Defoe’s criticism is levelled at ‘dogmatic writers’ of English
and not at members of the lower classes of society as such, his avowed
aim is ‘to polish and refine the English tongue’. It is thus equivalent to
‘policing’ the language.14 In the quotation as a whole, Defoe indicates
an attitude towards English that requires it to be ‘refined’ and ‘polished’
and reveals his opinion that it should be purged of the neglect of ‘cor-
rectness’ and made ‘pure’ and ‘proper’. The language of the ‘dogmatic
writers’ is thus contaminated (cf. one of the concepts in the section from
the hypothetical attitudinal cognitorium presented in figure 1). The text
displays an almost missionary zeal to purify the language.

In the second half of the 18th century Defoe’s missionary zeal was
transformed into legitimate forms of language, socially constructed and
reproduced by members of polite society. As the century progressed,
forms of legitimate language usage were conceptualised as prescriptive
rules of language behaviour in a veritable flood of prescriptive grammars
and presented as the rules of ‘Standard English’. An early example of
the attitudes of the ‘refiners’ and ‘purifiers’ of English can be found in
Hugh Jones’ ‘grammar’ of 1724, entitled Accidence to the English tongue,
in which we read the following on p. 22:

… it is to be wished, that a Publick Standard were fix’d; as a Touch-
stone to true English, whereby it might be regulated, and proved,
which alone might give License to Person, and Occasion to make Addi-
tion, or Corrections. (my underlining)

Jones apparently wants English to be ‘fix’d’ as a standard, which would
then provide the means of assessing whether speakers/writers are actually
using what he imagines to be ‘true English’. The assessors are not men-
tioned explicitly, but it is abundantly clear throughout the 18th century
that the gentry and the aristocracy function as the arbiters of what is
‘true’, ‘correct’, ‘refined’, ‘polished’, etc. And if there is a ‘true’ English,
then there must be a false English, and false English must be spoken and
written by all those who do not belong to the ranks of the gentry and
aristocracy, i.e. to the vast majority of the overall population.
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At the end of the 18th century the standard language became the centre
of a political effort to prevent the members of the lower classes, even of
the middle classes, from participating politically in public life (cf. Smith
1984; Watts 2011: ch. 9). Smith presents us with an example of how
petitioners to parliament from the lower orders were excluded from even
having their petitions for political suffrage considered purely on the
grounds of the language used. The nascent standard language became
the model of ‘refined’ language in opposition to all other forms of lan-
guage, which were henceforth labelled as ‘vulgar’. In 1793, groups of
tradesmen and skilled workers from Sheffield and Nottingham presented
a petition for male suffrage to parliament, part of the wording of which
was as follows:

Your petitioners are lovers of peace, of liberty, and justice. They are
in general tradesmen and artificers, unpossessed of freehold land, and
consequently have no voice in choosing members to sit in parlia-
ment: � but though they may not be freeholders, they are men, and
do not think themselves fairly used in being excluded the rights of
citizens.

The Parliamentary Debates of England from the Earliest Period
to the Year 1803. (Volume XXX, p. 776)

The petition was ruled invalid on the grounds that the language was
‘highly indecent and disrespectful’, but the only possible linguistic expla-
nation for this evaluation lies in the phrase ‘in being excluded the rights
of citizens’, in which the preposition from after the verb excluded has
been omitted. Other attitudes must have been in operation which trans-
formed the real reasons for rejecting the petition into linguistic issues.
There is certainly little in the rest of the petition that could be interpre-
ted, even in modern terms, as ‘indecent’. The language structures used
by the lower orders of society were ultimately irrelevant in the socio-
political discrimination applied by the upper orders of society, writers
on language like James Harris and James Burnett (Lord Monboddo)
offered a rich language discourse in which to embed the transformation.
‘Refined’ language was considered to be unavailable for any but those
who had access to a classical education at the public and grammar
schools, and the petitioners were ‘tradesmen and artificers’. This is an
example of social discrimination ostensibly on the basis of written lan-
guage usage, and the attitudes it evokes in the attitudinal cognitorium
of so-called educated Standard English speakers is not only that non-
standard forms of English are considered ‘disrespectful’, ‘indecent’, ‘un-
educated’, but that the people who are assumed to speak ‘vulgar’, non-
standard forms of English are also by extension considered to be ‘disre-
spectful’, ‘indecent’ and ‘uneducated’.15
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The continual discursive repetition and reproduction of such attitudes
throughout the 19th century created a discourse of the legitimate form
of English and the social and intellectual inferiority of all those who were
deemed incapable of speaking it. When the history of English became a
topic of linguistic interest in the latter half of the century, it was inevi-
table that it was constructed as the history of Standard English, i.e. that
a funnel view of the history of the language was constructed (cf. fig-
ure 3). To illustrate that this form of dominant discourse had become a
discourse archive by the 20th century, consider the following two quota-
tions, one (A) from a school inspector in 1925 and the other (B) an
argument put forward by Norman Tebbitt, a prominent member of Mar-
garet Thatcher’s cabinet, on Radio 4 in 1985 on the reasons for football
hooliganism:

(A) Come into a London elementary school and … [y]ou will notice that
the boys and girls are almost inarticulate. They can make noises,
but they cannot speak … listen to them as they ‘play at schools’;
you can barely recognise your native language.

(quoted in J. Milroy 2007: 137)

(B) … the decline in the teaching of grammar had led directly to the rise
in football hooliganism

(Cox 1991: 34, summarising Tebbitt’s argument)

The school inspector’s attitudinal cognitorium includes concepts such as
inarticulate and unrecognisable as a language, whereas Tebbitt’s
cognitorium appears to contain the concepts of violence and hooligan-
ism. Can the school inspector really have thought that the children had
no language, and can Tebbitt really have believed in his argument that
bad grammar (i.e. non-standard forms of English) leads causally to vio-
lence? One would wish to credit them with a little more commonsense,
but what is written and what is recorded on a BBC Radio programme
provides strong evidence not only of a set of negative attitudes towards
non-standard varieties of English but also of the belief that those atti-
tudes are felt to be acceptable as part of what can be said about language
in a dominant discourse archive.16

One might imagine that linguists have a little more understanding of
language than to project such beliefs. Unfortunately, however, that does
not appear to be the case. Here is what Otto Jespersen has to say about
dialects and dialect speakers in his 1933 book Essentials of English
grammar:

In old [sic] times, when communication between various parts of the
country was not easy and when the population was, on the whole,
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very stationary, a great many local dialects arose which differed very
considerably from one another; the divergencies naturally [sic] became
greater among the uneducated than among the educated and richer
classes, as the latter moved more about and had more intercourse with
people from other parts of the country. In recent times the enormously
increased facilities of communication have to a great extent
counteracted the tendency towards the splitting up of the language
into dialects � class dialects and local dialects. … Our chief concern
will be with the normal [sic] speech of the educated class, what may
be called Standard English …

According to Jespersen, the difference between dialects and the standard
language is one of social class, in that dialect speakers are less well-off
and consequently less well educated, whereas speakers of Standard Eng-
lish are seen as being ‘normal’ and members of ‘the educated class’.
Dialects are seen as divisive elements (‘the splitting up of the language’)
in that they impede communication, the ideal here being the creation of
a ‘homogeneous’ language through which everyone can communicate
with everyone else.

In justifying the use of the term ‘Received Standard’ to refer to oral
Standard English, Wyld (19273: 149) makes the following point:

It is proposed to use the term Received Standard for that form which
I would probably agree in considering the best, that form which has
the widest currency and is heard with practically no variation among
speakers of the better class all over the country.

Speakers of the ‘Received Standard’ are automatically the ‘best’, and
they are to be found ‘among speakers of the better class’, implicating
that speakers of other varieties are the ‘worst’ and are to be found in
the lower echelons of society. In Jespersen’s attitudinal cognitorium for
the concept dialect we thus find a strong connection to concepts such
as uneducated, poor and abnormal. Similarly, in Wyld’s cognitorium,
dialect, or rather non-standard varieties, are strongly connected with
the concept lower social standing.

The evaluative distinction between standard and non-standard lan-
guage is neatly summed up metaphorically as early as 1845 in Henry
Welsford’s On the origin and ramifications of the English language
(1845: 259):

The Sanskrit may be regarded as the pure fountainhead: the streams
which flowed from it remained long in a troubled state from the turbu-
lence of the middle ages, till, having found a more spacious and secure
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channel, they have gradually deposited the dregs of the Frankish, the
Anglo-Saxon, the Cimbric, and the Celtic and reappeared in the beau-
tiful languages of Montesquieu and Racine, of Goete [sic.] and Schil-
ler, of Byron and Scott.

Literary standard languages such as French, German and English are
said to have emerged from the ‘dregs’ that have been deposited in this
extended geological metaphor. Welsford may have meant this to be
understood only in terms of the metaphor, but whether he did or not, it
remains the case that the lexeme dregs in English has distinctly negative
connotations, clearly implying that the standard languages arose out of
and superseded the inferior and worthless non-standard varieties.

4. Heterogeneity vs homogeneity: The case of folk songs

To counter the funnel view of language histories, we need to find data
that will provide clues as to how other varieties of the language under
study (in this case English) might be reconstructed and particularly how
they changed, but, in doing so, we are at a distinct disadvantage when
compared with the relatively copious (written and printed) material
available to ‘funnelers’. In addition, to challenge and break down the
current discourse archives of language histories,17 this kind of material
is fundamentally important. We need evidence of language structure and
the process of language change in non-standard varieties of language.
Much work has already been carried out in historical sociolinguistics
in unearthing, analysing and evaluating exemplars of language ‘from
below’,18 but the evidence is hampered, particularly in the late 18th and
early 19th centuries, by an insecurity as to whether the writer was genu-
inely making an attempt to write in her/his dialect or was trying to fulfil
what s/he felt to be the conventions of writing set up in the age of
prescriptivism. In addition, much material has been edited by others,
such that we may not in fact be accessing exemplars of the original
writer’s language. This is significant in studying letters written by
schooled but uneducated writers19 from the lower levels of social struc-
ture in England (cf. work by Fairman 2000, 2002).

One area of language from below which has received virtually no at-
tention in the historical sociolinguistic literature is the folksong, a form
of language performance which displays a wealth of forms of popular
entertainment with historical depth and continuing popularity right
down to the present day. The number of clubs and annual festivals at
which traditional and newly created music are performed, re-enacted,
enjoyed and transformed both musically and linguistically in the UK
and elsewhere, and the fact that forms of folk music, both instrumental
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and vocal, occupy a large portion of the recorded music industry are
testimony to its continuing social significance. Wales (2006: 128), how-
ever, notes that

… it is a striking fact that present-day linguists, like present-day liter-
ary critics, have largely ignored, or at best underestimated, this vast
and significant Northern literature, and other related genres as diverse
as almanac and stage recitation …

She is absolutely right in her assessment, and her specific reference to
Northern vernacular literature is a reflection of the fact that her book
focuses on a social and cultural history of Northern English. But her
comment could quite easily be extended to refer to the rest of England,
even to the whole of the English-speaking world.

It is not my purpose in this short article to assess the value of folk
songs from a purely linguistic point of view. This will be done in greater
length elsewhere (cf. also the brief analysis of the song The Owdham
Weaver in Watts 2011: ch. 12). But a focus on comments made by folk
song collectors covering the same period of time as the formation of
the dominant standardisation discourse (i.e. roughly 1845 to the period
immediately prior to the Second World War) is in itself revealing in terms
of the attitudinal cognitoria accessed through the concept folk song,
which is of course intimately connected to the concept dialect. What it
shows is that middle class folklore enthusiasts, just like the early pro-
tagonists of the linguistic value of rural dialects (cf. Ellis [1869] 1968 and
Wright 1896�1905), were convinced that both the dialects and tradi-
tional folklore were in grave danger of disappearing under the twin pres-
sures of urbanisation and industrialisation, and that they should be col-
lected and preserved for posterity, almost like archaeological exhibits.
Unlike the dialectologists, however, folk song collectors also assumed
the right to edit the songs both linguistically and musically to make
them more ‘suitable’ for performance in middle class drawing-rooms and
concert performances, thus exhibiting attitudes that strengthened rather
than questioned the dominant standardisation discourse archive.

In 1840 the Percy Society was founded to continue the antiquarian
efforts of Bishop Thomas Percy (1729�1811) in collecting and making
more widely available for posterity rare poems, ballads and songs in his
Reliques of English poetry (1765). Percy was one of a group of antiquari-
ans interested in the folk traditions of the North of England20 and the
border country (including Joseph Ritson 1752�1803), although he ap-
parently made no effort to track down the tunes of the ballads and songs
he collected. The Percy Society itself largely consisted of middle class
devotees of vernacular poetry, whose interests were not only to preserve
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such ‘relics’ for posterity,21 but also to make them available to middle
class audiences, at first primarily to readers but later also to musical
performers.22 Hence, while within the context of 19th century England,
antiquarians had an obvious sympathy for the artistic products of the
working rural classes (or what they called, perhaps a little patronisingly,
the ‘peasantry’), the process of preserving what they found effectively
became an act of middle class cultural appropriation.

An early example of both feelings of sympathy and admiration for the
working classes but, at the same time, the (possibly unconscious) desire
to acquire the songs and make them available to middle class performers,
is provided in James Henry Dixon’s Ancient poems, ballads and songs of
the peasantry of England (1846), published specifically for the Percy Soci-
ety, and its revision and extension in 1857 by Robert Bell, again for the
Society, in Ancient poems, ballads and songs of England. In the preface
to Dixon’s collection we read the following:

He who, in travelling through the rural districts of England, has made
the road-side inn his resting-place, who has visited the lowly dwellings
of the villagers and yeomanry, and been present at their feasts and
festivals, must have observed that there are certain old poems, ballads,
and songs, which are favourites with the masses, and have been said
and sung from generation to generation.

(in Bell [1857] 2008: 1; my underlining)

The ‘old poems, ballads, and songs’, which came to be labelled ‘folk
songs’ or ‘folk poetry’ towards the end of the 19th century, evoked con-
cepts in Dixon’s attitudinal cognitorium such as rural, working-class,
mass culture, lowly, all of which are also connected with positive con-
cepts like well-known, loved, ancient, etc. In the preface to Bell’s
extended and revised collection in 1857, we read the following:

The present volume differs in many important particulars from the
former, of the deficiencies of which Mr. Dixon makes so frank an
avowal. It has not only undergone careful revision, but has received
additions to an extent which renders it almost a new work. Many of
these accessions are taken from extremely rare originals, and others
are printed here for the first time … Nearly forty songs, noted down
from recitation, or gathered from sources not generally accessible,
have been added to the former collection, illustrative, for the most
part, of historical events, country pastimes, and local customs. … The
songs of a strictly rural character, having reference to the occupations
and intercourse of the people, possess an interest which cannot be
adequately measured by their poetical pretensions. The very defects of
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which they are chargeable, constitute their highest claim to consider-
ation as authentic specimens of country lore.

([1857] 2008: 34; my underlining)

Like Dixon, the attitudes towards folk songs in Bell’s attitudinal cognito-
rium appear to be

a. that they are rural (cf. ‘strictly rural’, which implies that they are
not to be found in urbanised, industrialised England),

b. that they are in need of revision, which implies that, in middle class
eyes, there is something defective about them, and

c. that they are rare specimens.

At the turn of the 20th century, these same attitudes towards folk song
are accentuated in Sabine Baring-Gould and Fleetwood Sheppard’s
Songs and ballads of the West (1890), A garland of country song (1895),
English minstrelsie, 8 volumes (1895�1897) and Songs of the West (1905),
and the overall message conveyed was that folk songs were a treasure
trove of rough artistic gems that needed to be polished and adapted to
middle-class Victorian and Edwardian tastes to find favour with those
audiences. In a posthumous selection of songs collected by Baring-Gould
prepared by Hitchcock in 1974 with the title Folk songs of the West
Country, Hitchcock gives the following quote from an introductory essay
by Baring-Gould to one of the eight volumes of the English minstrelsie:

Our folk music is a veritable moraine of rolled and ground fragments
from musical strata far away. It contains songs of many centuries, all
thrown together in a confused heap. What are the origins of these
songs? It is impossible to say but some are ballads that have been
handed down by minstrels and troubadours of many continents; ar-
chaic melodies from before the Golden Age of Elizabeth.

(in Hitchcock 1974: 7; my underlining)

The first point to note is that Baring-Gould uses exactly the same geolo-
gical metaphor to conceptualise the notion folk song as Welsford uses
in 1845 to conceptualise language, thus indicating that the same discur-
sive process was used in the 19th century in constructing the discourse
of standardisation, both in terms of language and folk song. Semiotic
clues to Baring-Gould’s attitudinal cognitorium in relation to the con-
cept folk song are the expressions ‘thrown together’ and ‘a confused
heap’, which imply that artistic performance from below is uninten-
tional, disorganised and confused. The middle class appropriation of
folk songs thus implies that the real purpose of collectors at the turn of
the 20th century was not just to save the songs from disappearing, but
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Figure 4. The first verse of ‘The Outlandish Knight’ edited and showing pianoforte ac-
companiment from Cecil Sharp & Charles L. Marson, eds. [1908] 1911. Folk
Songs from Somerset, Fourth Series. London: Simpkin & Schott.

also, and more importantly, to raise them from these negative states, to
purge them of any content classified in the world of Victorian morals as
obscene and to polish them in order to enhance their assumed artistic
value, i.e. to standardise and institutionalise them. Interestingly, Baring-
Gould and Cecil Sharp published a selection of songs in 1906, suitably
polished for use in the schools (English folk songs for schools).23

A significant aspect of the process of the class appropriation of folk
songs � or if one wishes to express this differently, the process of making
folk songs artistically respectable � was, in addition to the censure ap-
plied to the content of the songs, the ‘correction’ of many of Baring-
Gould’s ‘archaic melodies’ and the systematic addition of pianoforte ac-
companiment to allow them to be performed ‘outside’ their traditional
loci of performance24 in the drawing-rooms and concert-halls of Victo-
rian and Edwardian England. The classical case of the kind of standardi-
sation that took place in folk song collections is represented in the five
volume collection of Folk songs from Somerset compiled by Cecil J.
Sharp and his collaborator, the Rev. Charles L. Marson during the first
decade of the 20th century. This is all the more surprising in view of the
fact that Cecil Sharp was perhaps the most well-known folk song collec-
tor and supporter of folk songs in the 20th century. I have chosen to
illustrate how the songs are presented in Folk songs from Somerset by
looking at one of the most popular and widespread ballads in the tradi-
tional repertoires of singers all over the British Isles, The Outlandish
Knight (cf. figure 4). The piano forte accompaniment added by Sharp is
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circled as is the Italian term ‘Moderato’ indicating the tempo that Sharp
considers appropriate for the performance of the song.

Not only the text of the song, but also the melody and piano accompa-
niment, as well as the appropriate tempo at which the song should be
performed have been standardised to suit middle class musical tastes.
The song, in other words, has become homogenised. However, like the
oral production of language in emergent social practice, songs such as
The Outlandish Knight were, and still are, heterogeneous from one per-
formance to the next and from one performer to the next. As Hitchcock
(1974: 8) points out,

[n]either the words nor the melodies are sacrosanct. The transmission
of these orally will inevitably lead to changes. This is a natural process
but the printed copy will remain for the coming generations.

(my italics)

Like all folk songs, The Outlandish Knight is generally sung without ac-
companiment of any kind, although there is, of course, no reason why
singers should not accompany themselves or be accompanied by others.
The text is like the blueprint of a story that can be embellished and
transformed in whatever way that suits the performer. A performance
of the song recorded in 1974 from Shropshire singer Fred Jordan (1922�
2002), which he says he acquired from a local gypsy family by the name
of Locke, is sung to a different melody than that given by Sharp &
Marson. The text of the song is essentially Standard English, but Jordan
sings it with the phonology of his local Shropshire dialect.

The essence of a folk song performance is its emergent production.
‘Freezing’ the song to accord with the standardised, classical leanings of
a middle-class audience, however much they were avowed devotees of
the music of the people, may have been Sharp & Marson’s way of ‘pre-
serving’ the song for posterity. But had collectors like Sharp & Marson
and others in the period between the two world wars been prepared to
seek out and join in the audiences of folk song performance throughout
the country, they would have heard The Outlandish Knight performed in
many different ways. Up until the 1960s there were still pubs throughout
England in which folk song and folk music could be heard and appreci-
ated, and the 1960s heralded a revival of interest in the setting up of folk
clubs, many of them based in pubs, that have since been the backbone
of folk music till the present. Like language, folk song � language in
musical performance � remains heterogeneous and variable, and resists
the urge to standardise. So it is rather odd to read Hitchcock, immedi-
ately after his statement about the heterogeneity and inevitability of
change in folk song, maintaining the notion that ‘the printed copy will
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remain for the coming generations’. It is even odder to read the final set
of statements in his foreword:

There were many inaccuracies in the MS; verses which didn’t fit melo-
dies; both melodies and verses incomplete; lines that didn’t scan prop-
erly. I have made the minimum of adjustment. Where the lines don’t
scan properly I have marked the beginning of bars or phrases, in some
instances leaving the singer to make the adjustment himself [sic].
Where verses or lines were forgotten I have completed them and they
are in brackets. (1974: 8; my underlining)

Whether the inaccuracies are the result of the process of transcription or
are taken as being endemic to folk singing remains unclear, but the semi-
otic clues ‘inaccuracies’, ‘I have made the minimum of adjustment’ and
‘I have completed them’ leads us to similar attitudinal concepts in Hitch-
cock’s attitudinal cognitorium as those we have already seen, defective,
disorganised and confused, which are linked to concepts like work-
ing-class, mass culture, rural, etc. and are evidence of the tenacity
of the dominant discourse archive of standardisation and homogeneity.

5. Conclusion: Using folksongs as evidence of change from below

It has been my aim throughout this article to show that the attempt to
access the cognitive cognitoria of writers on language and writers on
folk song reveals discursive evidence of a strong all-embracing discourse
archive governing what one can say about the history of a language and
the nature of folk song. It is a discourse archive in which notions like
homogeneity, correctness, uniformity, etc. are still at a premium despite
all our efforts to argue that the archive does not and cannot correspond
to the nature of either language or folk song. However, if speakers them-
selves and the performers of folk songs are the arbiters of what can and
cannot be said about these important areas of culture and not official
representatives of the archive itself, it is clear that the archive is built on
what Deumert calls ‘zombie categories’, i.e. ‘sociological concepts …
that are essentially dead, but continue to be discussed by sociologists
and society at large as if they were socially real and meaningful’. Stan-
dardisation is just one such category.

There is a problem with this analysis, however. Surely standardised
forms of language and musical performance are useful in allowing access
to readers and musicians to what would otherwise be difficult to access.
No-one, I assume, would doubt the validity of this statement, but it
needs to be balanced against the dominant heterogeneity and variability
of real-time language performance in emergent social practice, including
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the performance of. The ‘zombie’ nature of a sociological category such
as standardisation is to attribute to it conceptual features like those dis-
cussed during this article which are no longer socially real and meaning-
ful � if ever they were socially real and meaningful in the first place.

The second question that has been tangentially raised is whether we
can use folk songs as evidence of non-standard forms of language and
language change. In the printed form in which they appear in folk song
collections, there are few indications of non-standard varieties, and even
in the real-time performances of singers like Fred Jordan, this remains
the case (with the proviso that singers will tend to use the phonological
structures of their own varieties of English). Baring-Gould himself pro-
vides evidence of this puzzling phenomenon in the late 19th century. A
large number of the songs he collected were taken down from the singing
of an illiterate hedger and thatcher called James Parsons.25 One example
of a Parsons song is the well-known Saucy Sailor, still to be found all
over England. The text given in Hitchcock does not display many non-
standard features. My version of the song is sung to the following tune
with an alternative text immediately below it, and my own text is given
below the tune:

1. “Come, me own one, come me fair one, 5. Do you think I am foolish?
Come now unto me. Do you think I am mad?
Could you fancy a poor sailor lad For to marry a poor country lass
That has just come from sea?” There are no fortunes to be had.”

2. “You are ragged, love, and you’re dirty, 6. I will cross the briny ocean,
love, I will whistle and will sing,

And your clothes smell much of tar. And since you have refused me offer,
So be gone, you saucy sailor lad love,
So be gone, you Jack tar.” Some other girl shall wear the ring.

3. “Well, if I’m ragged, love, and I’m dirty, 7. I am frolicsome and I’m easy,
love Good-tempered and free

And me clothes smell much of tar. And I don’t give a single penny, boys,
I have silver in me pockets, What the world thinks of me.
And gold in great store.”

4. And as she heard him say so
On her bended knee she fell.
“Could you marry a poor country lass,
For I love a sailor lass so well?”
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It is clear from the very first verse that what I sing varies slightly from
other modern versions (cf. the text under the tune). The text and tune
taken down by Baring-Gould from Jim Parsons are as follows, in which
Hitchcock has also included a set of suggested guitar chords, as well as
altering the scansion of the second line in the fourth verse by changing
the text:

1. HE: “Come my fairest, come my dearest love with me.
Come and you shall wed a sailor from the sea.”

SHE: “Faith I want none of your sailors,” she did say:
“So begone you saucy creature, so begone from me I pray.”

2. SHE: “You are ragged, you are dirty, smell of tar.
Get you gone to foreign countries from me far.”

HE: “If I’m ragged, if I’m dirty, of tar I smell,
Yet there’s silver in my pocket, and gold a store as well.”

3. BOTH: When she saw the shining silver, saw the gold,
Down she kneeled and very humbly hands did fold,
Staying, she did hear these words on her knees she fell,

SHE: Saying, “Oh forgive me, love, for I like a sailor well.”

4. HE: Do you think that I am maz’d, that I am mad,
Wed a maiden where’s no fortune to be had?*
I will cross the raging ocean, or meadows greens,
Since you have refused my offer, another maid shall wear my ring.

� Original runs, “For to wed a country maiden where no fortune’s to be had.”

Parsons helped Baring-Gould with the notation of the melodies, and he
was apparently a hard task-master. In one instance Baring-Gould quotes
him as announcing a song in the following way, ‘Now, I’ll gie you a
purty old tune as lively as they be made’, and when he looked over
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Baring-Gould’s musical notation, he made the following comment:
‘Thicky wi’nt do. You’ve gotten that note not right. You mun know that
I’m the master and you’m the scholar, and I wi’nt have no slurs or
blunders. What’s right is right, and what’s wrong can never be right till
the world’s end.’ This is Baring-Gould’s conservative estimate of Par-
sons’s dialect, but this is enough to show that what singers say and
what they sing could be very different indeed. The degree to which non-
standard forms are used in performance is thus very hard to judge, which
is analogous to looking at a personal hand-written letter and assuming
that the language produced will be a reflection of the writer’s own oral
style. In most cases, this assumption, unfortunately, is very far from
the case.

University of Berne

Notes
1. As the editor of Multilingua, I felt at first that it would not quite be in order to

include an article by me as a contribution to this special double issue in honour
of Roland Willemyns on the occasion of his retirement. However, a number of
factors have induced me to change my mind and my overall editorial policy on
this occasion. The first factor is related to the colloquium held in Roland’s honour
in which I was invited to participate and at which I offered a talk on the Ger-
manic�Romance language border that is so much a part of the country in which
I have lived and worked for over forty years, and in which I have made my home.
On reconsidering a recent breakout of a nasty linguistic rash that occurs at regular
intervals in Switzerland between the French speakers and the German speakers, I
began to reconsider the problem in the light of my socio-historical investigations
into varieties of English. The second factor to induce me to contribute an article
was a copy of the Penguin Book of English Folk Songs compiled by Ralph Vaughan
Williams & A. L. Lloyd sent to me by Wim Vandenbussche after clearing out the
attic of his wife’s parents’ former home. Thank you so much, Wim. It neatly
replaced my own copy, which had long fallen to pieces, and it induced me to turn
to that other love of mine, English folk traditions. The third factor was, obviously,
the most important. I wanted to make my own explicit contribution to honouring
Roland on his retirement. Roland and I both retired at the same time from our
respective universities and he, much more than I, has contributed so much to
investigating into his own first language and its dialectal richness. I thank the
reviewers of this article for their very perceptive and helpful comments on the
first draft.

2. The term ‘Romands’ refers to speakers of French in the Swiss Confederation.
3. By the term ‘language regard’ Preston understands a whole range of research areas

which include folk linguistics (perceptual dialectology, the social psychology of
language, sociophonetics, the ethnography of language and language ideology).

4. I have put this point rather bluntly here, since it is an issue in the academic
literature on English folk songs (cf., e.g., Harker 1985, Boyes 1993, Gammon
1986). Whether or not folk song collectors like Baring-Gould, Sharp, Kidson,
Karpeles, Broadwood, etc. intended to erase folk songs is not the issue here.
Clearly, they did not. However, taking over the songs as they were, in their rough
and ready state, was not likely to appeal to the moral and artistic sensibilities of
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Victorian and Edwardian middle class taste, and my major argument in this article
is to show that the editing and evening out of the songs and providing them with
piano forte accompaniment are closely connected with the urge to standardise
both language and language performance. The collectors’ fear was that the songs
were in grave danger of dying out, in the same way that the rural dialects were
said to be ‘dying out’. It is not my wish here to suggest that their efforts were not
magnificent. Far from it. But we still need to question whether early dialectologists
and folk collectors were not reacting � although not on a conscious level of
course � to the middle class desire to raise what was below the social belt to the
assumed superiority of their way of seeing the world.

5. It is a discourse archive that I perceive to be currently undergoing a process of
breakdown and transformation.

6. In effect, of course, the ‘object’ will be a semantic/experiential frame with evalua-
tive concepts strongly or weakly associated with it.

7. There are an estimated 25 to 30 various Alemannic dialects of German in use in
the country.

8. Cf. Daniel Defoe’s advocacy in his Essay upon projects (1697) for the introduction
of a society to regulate for ‘polite’ language in Britain on analogy with the French
Académie Française.

9. The major linguistic movement in diffusing ‘polite’ or ‘standard’ language was
prescriptivism, in which a sudden glut of grammars, dictionaries, pronouncing
dictionaries, books on language etiquette, flooded the market from around 1760
till well into the 19th century.

10. The poignant aspect of this distinction between ‘vulgar’ or ‘refined’ language was
that, from a demographic point of view, speakers of the former were rapidly begin-
ning to outnumber speakers of the latter, a movement which continued to grow
well into the 19th century.

11. Even in the period of ‘Old English’ there is also a tendency to assume that the
literary West Saxon variety of the 10th�11th centuries was a ‘West Saxon’ standard
language, and this is all too often generalised to cover the whole geographical
area in which forms of Anglo-Saxon were spoken.

12. Wim Vandenbussche has suggested another interesting metaphor to me which
might more accurately represent this situation. His idea is to consider a food
processor in which all the ingredients are mixed into one ‘homogeneous (or stan-
dard) mass’. The funnel would then be replaced by the image of a food processor.
However, since it is beyond my meagre drawing talents to represent this in a
diagram, I will simply leave the reader with the funnel diagram. However, this
morally obliges me to have a go at creating a more appropriate diagram at some
time in the future.

13. Foucault simply uses the term ‘archive’, but I use the term ‘discourse archive’ to
prevent confusion with the lay understanding of an archive denoting a place where
things are stored for posterity.

14. Willemyns (1996) has also worked on the ‘policing’ of Dutch in West Flanders in
the 19th and 20th centuries.

15. The catalyst in constructing the identification of standard language with ‘refined
language’ and non-standard varieties with ‘vulgar language’ was obviously the
rise of the political ideology of the nation-state at the end of the 18th and the first
half of the 19th century (cf. Anderson [1983] 2006; Gellner 1983; Hobsbawm 1990;
Mattheier this volume; Watts 2011).

16. This set of connections is not restricted to non-standard varieties of English. Wil-
lemyns & Vandenbussche (2007) deal with similar situations for Dutch.

17. I refer here to other ‘national’ languages in which the discourse archive of stan-
dardisation determines what can and cannot be said about language history.
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18. Cf. work on Dutch by Willemyns (1995) and Vandenbussche (2004, 2007), on
German by Elspaß (2005), and on English by Nevalainen & Raumolin Brunberg
(2003), Wales (2006) and Fairman (2000, 2002), as well as the special double issue
of Multilingua edited by Vandenbussche & Elspaß entitled Lower class language
use in the 19th century.

19. The distinction between ‘schooled’ and ‘educated’ is particularly significant from
the early 19th century on. An ‘educated’ person was one who had attended a public
school or a grammar school (and often also one of the universities) to acquire a
classical education in Greek and Latin, and was thus equivalent to a member of
the gentry or the aristocracy, who had the means to give their children an expen-
sive education. A ‘schooled’ person was one who had attended an elementary
school for the purpose of acquiring the ability to manipulate rudimentary mathe-
matics and to read and write. Most members of the middling orders had acquired
this form of schooling by the end of the 18th century.

20. Percy himself was born in Bridgnorth, Shropshire, and, at the time when he was
collating the Reliques, was Bishop of Dromore in Ulster.

21. There was, in other words, a constant fear that folk traditions, like rural dialects,
were under severe threat from increasing urbanisation and industrialisation in the
first half of the 19th century.

22. This is possibly underscored by the order in which both titles indicate the object
of their antiquarian efforts. They are, first and foremost, poems. After that they
are ballads (with no indication of whether or not they were meant for live perform-
ance). At the end of the list we learn that they include songs, which obviously
implies that they were taken down from live performance, probably at second or
third hand.

23. The ‘polishing’ consisted of the exclusion of songs with possible sexual content,
the exclusion of melodies with a complex modal structure and a simplication of
some of the melodies.

24. The ‘traditional’ places in which songs were sung and communally enjoyed were
in pubs and inns, in gatherings of friends and family in working-class homes, at
work, on festive occasions such as weddings, christenings, at Christmas, Easter
and harvest-tide festivities, etc.

25. It is, of course, doubtful that Parsons really was illiterate as he seems to have
been more than able to read music.
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